Greetings from Special Olympics Bharat

International Dance Day 2021
Gauri, 30 yrs, is a Bharatnatyam dancer from Maharashtra. The International Dance Day on 29 April 2021
made her once again spring into action, gracefully coordinating hand gestures and footwork with the rhythm.
Pushing aside the gloom that envelopes the country owing to the pandemic, many Athletes like Gauri, from
all over the country shared their best moves on Social Media platforms, joining the global celebration. Their
enthusiasm became more contagious, spreading joy and inspiration during these trying times. From every
Athlete emanates a story of challenges, isolation, victory and motivation

Because Gauri was pre-maturely born, she was very delicate and then she was
diagnosed with Down Syndrome. She used to fall sick quite often. To allow her
to grow strong muscles and bones, her mother used to give a daily full-body
massage and a sun-bath. She provided Gauri with repetitive information that
helped her store knowledge and she also taught her to carry out the basic tasks
on her own. However, the greatest challenge came from having to ‘accept’ the
‘denial from the society’. “It took us a while to ignore people’s stares and
comments and constant suggestions”, says her mother.
And then, Gauri took to swimming as her sport at Special Olympics. She is an
International Swimmer from Maharashtra. She participated in the Special
Olympics World Summer Games held in Shanghai in 2007 & in the Regional
Asia Pacific Games held in Australia in 2013, having won medals at both the
events. Gauri is first open sea swimmer in her category having swam 19 kms
within 3 hours in the Bhagirathi River. She has participated in a run swim run
event securing the 1st place, which is amongst the 85 medals which go to her
credit across swimming competitions at different levels.
___________________________
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Tanshu- Recipient of the 2021 Aspire Young Achievers Award
Tanshu, the little
wonder from the
state of Haryana,
deepens his focus on
his sport, refusing to
be clamped by the
lockdown. It is a
routine rather than
an exception for him
to visit the Mandir
(temple) across his
home every day, to
improve his sport
which is also his
prayer and devotion. Needless to say, he has the unswerving
support of his mother who keeps encouraging him to practice
even more.
The land adjoining the mandir provides sufficient ground to Tanshu to practice balancing and speed, and
that gives him reason to visit the temple for practicing for over two hours daily. Tanshu is a strong contender
for Speed Skating for the Special Olympics World Winter Games to be held in Kazan, Russia in January
2022.He won two Gold Medals in Speed Skating from the Invitation Games held in Sweden in January
2021. Read more about Tanshu here
In April, the 2021 Aspire Young Achievers Award announced Tanshu as one of the recipients of the award
that includes an amount of INR One lakh (USD 1400 approx). “I have observed this talent in my son. It has
given him a standing in the society. People have started respecting and recognizing him. This amount will
be invested in continuing his training” – says Tanshu’s Mother
___________________________

Preparation for the Kazan World Games scheduled for January 2022
With the circumstances conducive to holding Camps in limited
numbers, the month of March held two National Coaching
Camps, with the approval of the Sports Authority of India and
the Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports. With over 60 Athletes
and 20 Coaches in Floorball, and over 30 Athletes and 10
Coaches in Figure and Speed Skating, Camps were conducted
in Bilaspur, Himachal Pradesh and in Gurugram, Haryana
respectively. Following the Covid 19 protocols adequate
medical support was enhanced. The camps witnessed the
presence of distinguished guests who emphatically lauded the
abilities of the Athletes- their determination and skill.
The Chief Guest at the Opening of the Floorball Camp in
Bilaspur, Mr Rakesh Pathania, Forest Minister (Youth Services
& Sports) engaged with the Athletes and announced that the
State will felicitate the Medalists from the World Games with an award called ‘Chetna’, in future. On request
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by Special Olympics, an amount of INR 4Cr has been
sanctioned to build a residential facility at the Kehloor
Sports complex, the construction of which has
commenced. Three ice-skating rinks across the state
are also in the pipeline.
Shri Om Prakash Yadav, Hon'ble Minister of the
State- Social Justice & Empowerment and Smt.
Kamlesh Dhanda, Woman & Child Development
joined Dr Mallika Nadda, Chairperson, SO Bharat, at
the Closing Ceremony of the Figure and Speed
Skating Camp in Gurugram. The event drew instant
support from Ms Dhanda who announced a funding
of 5 lakhs (USD 6500 approx) in support of Haryana State Chapter.
Dr Nadda, appealed to the State Govt to support the Special Olympics Young Athlete Program as well as
Developmental Sports, both of which prepare the Athletes for sports participation from an early age. A
request was made to advise the SSA educators to receive Coaches training and also to regularize and
boost participation of the schools and Aanganwadis in Special Olympics, beginning with one district, which
would be replicated in the others across the State.
In view of challenges in receiving Disability Certificate, by families of Persons with intellectual Disability, the
State has also been requested to organize Camps in the presence of a Clinical Psychologist to smoothen
the Certification process.

___________________________
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Healthy Athlete Screenings
Lead by Dr Rajinder
Nahata Clinical Area
Director FIT FEET SOB
Himachal Pradesh, all the
Athletes were screened
for ‘Fitfeet’ during the
Floorball Camp held in
the state in March 2021.
Through this screening
quite a few athletes were
diagnosed with multiple
foot deformity and were
provided Physiotherapy
Rehabilitation
and
Orthosis
at
the
community level. The skin texture, quality or any deformity of the feet was assessed at the screening. The
parents of the Athletes were educated by the resource persons as well.
___________________________

INCLUSIVE YOUTH ACTIVATION- By the youth for the youth
The Inaugural Newsroom
In April, two unified Pairs from the
Unified Club of the Frank Anthony Public
School and Deepalaya Special School,
Delhi responded to a Unified ‘Journalist’
pair on queries around leadership,
Inclusion,
Special
Olympics
engagements in their Schools and more.
The Session simulated an Inclusive
media room that placed Unified pairs on
both sides, with questions designed and
answered by them.
‘Newsroom’ has been created as part of
the Unified Champion Schools Programming supported by a landmark collaboration between the Special
Olympics International and His Highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin Zayed Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu
Dhabi.
Newsroom opened it’s first session in April 2021and, is planned to be a monthly session that aims to turn
the spotlight on schools, to keep them engaged, learn from each other and create an identity and visibility
through their engagement with SO Bharat. The platform has a Unified Journalist pair that asks questions
from two Unified pairs from a specific Mainstream and its connected special school or from an Integrated
school.
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Lead to Include Local Youth Leadership Summit- Rajasthan & Assam
The ongoing ‘Lead to Include’ project has fueled Youth Activation at local levels to strengthening the
foundation of the program there.
A Chain of these summits to be conducted by
6-7 states commenced in March 2021, with
Rajasthan and Assam having conducted
theirs in-person (in sync with the given
circumstances) inviting approx. 50-60 youth
with and without Intellectual Disability to think
and experience Inclusion. Program officials,
School/College faculty too, participated in the
sessions, with the youth in the lead. Ways to
transform the community, neighborhood,
colleges into inclusive society, Inclusive
leadership, Unified Sports, Mental Health
were among the topics included in the
interactions, along with ice breakers and
activities to keep the audience involved.
“It was an enlightening experience where we got to learn about inclusion of intellectually disabled people
into the mainstream society and how we can reach greater heights if we, the youth, take everyone with us
and move forward” - as quoted by ANWESHA SHARMA, Youth Leader, SOB Assam and student of Tata
Institute of Social Science, Guwahati, Assam

___________________________
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Information about the Covid 19 Vaccine- Special Olympics International

The Special Olympics International website provides access to simple and precise information about the
Covid -19 Vaccine, in two versions- US and Global. The Resource includes FAQs(Frequently asked
questions), Myths vs. Facts and how to make Covid-19 Vaccine More Equitable for People with Intellectual
Disabilities.The information may be accessed here

Priority and Preference to Persons with Disability in testing, treatment
and vaccination of corona virus- Government of India
The Chairperson of Special Olympics Bharat Dr. Mrs. M.Nadda had taken up the issue of priority vaccination
of Athletes with Disabilities with the Hon'ble Minister of Health and Family Welfare, Govt. of India,
consequent to which the Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities vide a written
communication has clarified that the Athletes with Disabilities are eligible for priority vaccination under RPD
Act 2016. The Area Directors of the States have been advised to ensure that this information is
disseminated to all the districts under their geographical jurisdiction and have also been provided
information regarding the documents that the Athletes should carry, for accessing the priority facility.
___________________________

In Prayers for the departed
SO Bharat Coach from Karnataka K. Dayanand; Debolina Mahanta, Athlete from Assam and Ms Bonti
Mahanta her mother who have tragically passed away due to Covid -19
Coach Dayanand

Ms Bonti Deputy
Secretary Cultural
Affairs, Govt of
Assam

Debolina
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PARTNERS IN INCLUSION

_________________________
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